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The Service Managers Training Program is a four-day accelerated program intended to help service professionals
immediately improve their management and leadership skills, and effectively contribute to the bottom line results of
their organization. Developed with the service manager’s typical day-to-day problems in mind, this highly
interactive, hands-on workshop will give participants the fundamental financial and interpersonal skills they need
for managing all aspects of the service operation. Real-life case studies will serve as the basis for the program as
attendees are challenged to use their new skills for peak performance. Specific topics include:

The Role of Today’s Service Manager
Managers wear so many hats throughout the day that it is
sometimes difficult to decide which one is the most
important. In this section, participants will learn how to
make a smooth transition from peer to supervisor, focus on
the important roles and responsibilities of a manager, stay
away from the deadly “career stoppers” that can sabotage a
promising future, identify what employees really need from
their managers, and become an enlightened leader that
others want to follow.

Day-to-Day Financial Management
The service manager is faced with countless decisions
throughout the day. Without a solid understanding of the
financials that influence the decision-making process,
managing the operation can be a blind gamble. Participants
will be provided with the tools and
systems for measuring field
productivity, quoting work,
grasping the cost of callbacks,
understanding service business income
statements and balance sheets,
differentiating between markups and
margins, determining hourly charge rates that include all
costs, managing trucks and inventories, collecting invoices,
and maintaining accurate records.

Managing the Many Faces of Conflict (cont.)
unresolved conflict erodes performance, how to use
different strategies and techniques to resolve conflicts, and
how to best use their personal style for handling conflict.

Developing People through Daily Leadership
Effective managers are increasingly being described as
“coaches” rather than “bosses.” They are expected to
provide instruction, guidance, advice, and encouragement
to help employees improve their job performance. In this
section, participants will learn how to analyze
ways to improve an employee’s performance
and capabilities; create a supportive, teamoriented environment; and influence
employees to change their behavior.

Coaching Your Team to Champion Performances
For many managers, providing feedback to employees is a
difficult and uncomfortable responsibility. Too often,
managers provide feedback only when forced. However,
feedback doesn’t always need to be negative. In fact, when
used positively, the results can be dramatic. In this session,
participants will learn how to identify situations requiring
corrective action, make the task of providing feedback more
comfortable by using a structured approach, and prepare
for the coaching meeting with their employees.

Communication and the Service Team
Time and time again, communication is cited as the #1
challenge in most organizations. During this revealing
section of the program, participants will discover their inner
strengths and limitations through a unique communication
assessment. In this eye-opening session, participants will
quickly learn how to apply this knowledge in their work
environments, discover why they get along with some
people and not with others, interact more effectively with
direct reports, make the written word as clear as the spoken
word, and go beyond “listening” to “hearing.”

Managing the Many Faces of Conflict
No matter where you work or whom you work with, conflict
is inevitable. The best managers know how to manage
discomfort along with conflict and, ultimately, restore
harmony in the work environment before it becomes
destructive. In this program, participants will learn how

Motivating Employees with Rewards
and Recognition
Managers often categorize their employees as those who
“are motivated” and those who “aren’t.” All employees are
motivated. It’s just that sometimes they aren’t motivated
to do the things the manager wants them to do. In this
section, participants will learn how to link rewards to
performance, how to choose the motivational options that
are best for individual employees, and how to handle
those motivational “challenges.”

INSTRUCTORS
Nancy Bandy will be the lead instructor for this program. Nancy is currently managing
director of TRAINSITIONS Consulting Group, a consulting group and think tank. She is
an accomplished professional with more than 20 years of corporate training and
organizational design experience in the areas of consultative selling, management and
instructor development, customer service, performance management, individual and
team presentation, change management strategies, and executive leadership. Nancy is a
very popular and highly acclaimed instructor for MSCA, having taught at numerous
conferences, local service seminar programs, and the MSCA Sales Institute.

Steve Smith will present the financial sessions during the program. As vice president
of mechanical services at ACCO Engineered Systems in Glendale, CA, Steve is currently
responsible for ACCO’s HVAC service businesses located throughout the western United
States. He has previously held both sales management and operations positions with
ACCO Service. Prior to joining the company in 1992, Steve held a variety of senior
financial management positions with other large service contractor organizations. He is
a CPA with an extensive financial background, and is a graduate of the University of
Wisconsin—Madison.

Who Should Attend

Special Event

Any manager at a mechanical service company will
benefit from this broad range of management training.
This program is especially
recommended for managers who
have come up through the trades
and have had little or no formal
management training as well as
those who want to enhance their
management skills and become
more effective leaders.

Program attendees will receive a special tour of one of
DEWALT’s Global Design Centers, Industrial Design
Centers, and Test Labs on the evening of March 20.
DEWALT’s facility is located on one of the first Black
& Decker manufacturing sites, and is storied in
history within the power tool industry. The company
will also be the host site for the evening reception
following the tour.

Registration Fee
The registration fee for the four-day program is $1,500
for MSCA members and $3,600 for non-MSCA
members. The cost includes tuition, course materials,
breakfast and lunch each day, a reception, and a
certificate of program completion.
Full payment is required at the time of registration.
Each program is limited to 30 attendees, and
registration is on a first-come, first-served basis.

Travel and Hotel Information
A block of rooms is reserved at the Royal Sonesta Harbor
Court, located at 550 Light St, Baltimore, MD 21202, for
the convenience of attendees
traveling to the program
from out of town. The hotel
is located 10 miles from the
Baltimore-Washington
International (BWI) Airport.
Please make sure you
reserve your hotel room, if
needed, prior to February 20, 2018.
If you have any questions, please email Sobeida Orantes.
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Service Managers Training Program
Schedule
Time

March 19

8 a.m. - Noon

8-9 a.m.
Introduction
Breakfast
9 a.m. - Noon
The Role of Today’s
Service Manager

Noon - 1 p.m.

Lunch

March 20

Financial
Management

4-6 p.m.

March 22

Managing Conflict

Coaching Your Team
to Champion
Performances
Motivating Others

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Communication and
the Service Team

1-3:30 p.m.
Developing People
through Daily
Leadership

Group Presentations/
Graduation

1-5 p.m.

Financial
Management

March 21

DEWALT Tour and
Reception
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